According to Kantor's findings, the majority of Americans support human-animal chimera research, including the creation of human-animal chimeric embryos (HACEs) for disease studies and human-animal chimeras to grow organs for transplant to humans, whereas only about 20% oppose it [1] . His survey included questions on ethical issues concerning HACE research, that is, humanized animals in which human pluripotent stem cells transplanted to create human-animal chimeras contribute to brain and germline. The results revealed that among people who expressed support for such research, 77.4% supported studies in which brain contains human cells, and among those who opposed such research, 87.5% did not support the contribution of human cells to brain. These data have important implications for the formulation of future regulations.
Between February and April 2016, we conducted a survey on HACE research (Supporting Information) [2] . Regarding the production of HACEs, 81.0% of the public and 92.4% of researchers indicated support. Regarding the production of human-animal chimeras, 64.5% of the public and 83.8% of researchers indicated support. Compared to Kantor's findings, the results of this survey showed a high level of support for the production of HACEs and human-animal chimeras. The acceptance rates were higher than those of a survey conducted by Inoue and his colleagues (referred in Kantor) for the general public and researchers in Japan with respect to the production of HACEs with the purpose of producing organs for transplant [2, 3] . One possible reason for this difference is that the subjects were asked about their level of acceptance for various steps: HACE research was classified into three steps and the research objectives of each step were explained in detail (Supporting Information).
Conventionally, ethical problems in HACE research, including concerns about whether human-animal chimeras will have human-like cognitive abilities, and, more recently, whether human-animal hybrids or humans will be produced, have been debated [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, in addition to the brain, which was included in Kantor's survey, our survey also included six items related to liver, sperm/egg, skin, blood, and heart to gauge the level of acceptance for the inclusion of human cells in animal organs, tissues, and cells (Supporting Information).
Similar to conventional ethical concerns, the results of our survey suggest that both the general public and researchers are more concerned about human cells in brain and sperm/ egg than in other organs or tissues (see Figure 1 ). Moreover, subjects were asked about acceptance for various degrees of human cells included (0%-100%) in each organ (Supporting Information). The results revealed that 48.5% of the general public and 45.7% of researchers never accept human cells contributing to the brain (0%), and 52.1% of the public and 74.3% of researchers never accept human cells contributing to the germline (0%).
The survey results suggest the necessity of exploring measures to avoid issues regarding humanized brain and gametes in HACE research. HACE research is likely to be more widely accepted in the future by overcoming technological challenges along with the appropriate dissemination of relevant information.
